In the year 1939, when the brilliance of the Hoover Dam research
center came online, the Scientific Intelligence unit of the
Government, and the FDA realized that the World’s soils were
becoming depleted and contained less and less of the vitals
needed to sustain life on the earth.

the L.A.Z.E.R.U.S. project

The Creation of a futuristic being from the clone technology,
combined with the smallest NANO electronic technology, and the
liquidity mass make-up of the human body, became necessary to
research and explore.

Though all the years of experimentations and space research data,
plus the acceleration of the global warming effects, maximum
priority was placed on the development of the CODE FILE “©the L.
A.Z.E.R.U.S. project.”

the L.A.Z.E.R.U.S.
project
the MAN Made
Scientific SUPER
HERO

...He tossed his head in several directions, as to get a better
hearing of it, and what it was, and he then instinctively launched his
body into the air and jetted off super fast towards the sound. So
quickly did he jet off into the distant sight and was gone from the
normal human sight that even the guards never had time to
react. Each of them just stood there, flexed, with their weapons
poised, but nothing to use them for. LAZERUS, reaching the
airspace of the commercial airliner, looked with amazement at it
as he slowed his flight to the speed of the plane. He flew beside
it for a bit, just below the underside of the plane, then zoomed to
the back, and front of it, then up over the top of it...
LAZERUS cannot be burned away – Steam rises into the air to
become moisture.
(He can be resurrected.)
LAZERUS cannot be frozen away – Too much moisture again.
(He can be resurrected.)

LAZERUS has only one weakness...
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Terry "the Warrior" Reece

Trying to gun down or blow up LAZERUS is useless – His
restructuring molecular zenoplasmic structure will only change to
a “FLAMED-ON” version of himself.

Terry "the Warrior" Reece

